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Beatrice von Bismarck 

Constellational Morphing – The Exhibition’s Survival Processes  

The conception of exhibitions as performance formats and mediums has become 

increasingly prevalent recently. There is hardly a cultural practice in which 

this understanding is more underscored than in re-enactments of exhibitions; 

they have become a dominant factor within the contemporary art world. They 

must be understood in a close context with the increased interest in 

‘exhibition history’, and they often demonstrate an obligation to a 

preserving referentiality and a reconstructive relation to history. However, 

the constellational characteristics of exhibitions are often not given their 

due – and with them the shifts in meaning that not just the exhibits are 

subject to, but also all of the other elements that are integrated in the 

curatorial situation. Their inter-relationships constitute the exhibition. 

Each new installation, whether in form of a station of a touring exhibition 

or in the sense of a later reconstruction, also sets these relations in 

motion. Within such processes, the status of subjects and objects can change 

just as much as the meaning of the material, temporal and historical 

relations that determined the exhibition when it was first installed.  

My contribution intends to trace the implications of these spatial and 

temporal traverses that exhibitions perform in the process of their continued 

existence. Attention will, firstly, be primarily directed towards such 

curatorial approaches that clearly emphasize and use the performative 

character of the exhibition medium by favouring ephemeral, process-oriented 

and immaterial artistic approaches and thus developing in a special closeness 

to the performing arts of dance, theatre, and performance; questions related 

to the potential of continued existence are thereby already raised on the 

level of the exhibits themselves. Since exhibitions are, as a context, more 

than just the sum of the presented works – their constitutive relations are, 

after all, up for debate – a focus is secondly directed on the differences 

and often also contradictions in the temporalities that determine the 

remaining of exhibits on the one hand and of exhibitions on the other. The 

third intention of this contribution is to examine the shifts in meaning on 

both of the above-mentioned levels beyond the canonization of back references 

in terms of an anachronistically argued opening towards the future. 
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Beatrice von Bismarck is Professor of Art History and Visual Studies at the 

Academy of Fine Arts Leipzig. From 1989 to 1993, she was a curator at the 

Städel Institute of Art’s department of 20th-century art in Frankfurt am 

Main. From 1993 to 1999, she worked at the University of Lüneburg, where she 

co-founded and co-directed the “Kunstraum der Universität Lüneburg” (“Art 

Space of the University of Lüneburg”). From 2000 to 2012 she was the 

programme director of the Academy of Fine Arts Leipzig’s galleries and co-

founded the academy’s /D/O/C/K Project Department. In 2009, she initiated the 

degree programme “Kulturen des Kuratorischen” (“Cultures of the Curatorial”). 

Her current research interests include the curatorial, curatorial practice 

and effects of globalization and functions of the postmodern artist picture. 

Among her publications are Interarchive. Archivarische Praktiken und 

Handlungsräume im zeitgenössischen Kunstfeld (“Interarchive. Archival 

Practices and Sites in the Contemporary Art Field”, co-edited with Hans 

Ulrich Obrist, Diethelm Stoller and Ulf Wuggenig, Cologne 2002), Nach 

Bourdieu: Visualität, Kunst, Politik (“After Bourdieu: Visuality, Art, 

Politics”, co-edited with Therese Kaufmann and Ulf Wuggenig, Vienna 2008), 

Auftritt als Künstler (“Performance as Artist”, Cologne 2010), Cultures of 

the Curatorial (co-edited with Jörn Schafaff, Thomas Weski, Berlin 2012), 

Timing – On the Temporal Dimension of Exhibiting (co-edited with Rike Frank, 

Benjamin Meyer-Krahmer, Jörn Schafaff, Thomas Weski, Berlin 2014), 

Hospitality – Hosting Relations in Exhibitions (co-edited Benjamin Meyer-

Krahmer, forthcoming in 2016).  
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Gabriele Brandstetter 

At the Edge of History/Stories. Trans-fusions Between Documents and Performance 

Historians’ work – the processes of research, the logic of a selection of 

‘material’, the contingencies of reconstruction – targets the visualization 

and evidence of past events. But how can the “story of remains” be updated 

and made performative? Which transfusions in the revival of the dead occur in 

such memory work, and which transfers between the media and embodiment are 

set in the works? Using the example of Mette Ingvartsen’s “69 Positions”, 

questions of the relationship between fictionalization of the factual and 

archive transfers between the past present and the present future are to be 

considered. 
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Gabriele Brandstetter is Professor of Theatre and Dance Studies at the Free 

University of Berlin. She has been co-directing the International Research 

Centre “Interweaving Performance Cultures” at FU Berlin. Her main research 

interests include the history and aesthetics of dance, dance and literature 

from the 18th century to the present, virtuosity in art and culture, and the 

relation between body, image and movement. Among her publications are Tanz-

Lektüren. Körperbilder und Raumfiguren der Avantgarde (Frankfurt a. M. 1995; 

revised edition, 2013) published in English under the title Poetics of Dance. 

Body, Image and Space in the Historical Avant-Gardes (Oxford 2015), Bild-

Sprung. TanzTheaterBewegung im Wechsel der Medien (“Image Jump. 

DanceTheatreMovement in the Transmission of Media”,Berlin 2005); Co-editions: 

Schwarm(E)Motion. Bewegung zwischen Affekt und Masse (“Swarm(E)Motion. 

Movement between Affect and Mass”, co-edited with Bettina Brandl-Risi and Kai 

van Eikels, Freiburg i. B. 2007), Tanz als Anthropologie (“Dance as 

Anthropology”, co-edited with Christoph Wulf, Munich 2007), Improvisieren. 

Paradoxien des Unvorhersehbaren. Kunst – Medien – Praxis (“Improvising. 

Paradoxes of the Unpredictable. Art – Media – Practice”, co-edited with Hans-

Friedrich Bormann and Annemarie Matzke, Bielefeld 2010), Genie – Virtuose –

 Dilettant. Konfigurationen romantischer Schöpfungs–ästhetik (“Genius – 

Virtuoso – Dilettante. Configurations of Romantic Aesthetics of Creation”, 

co-edited with Gerhard Neumann, Würzburg 2011), Dance [And] Theory (Bielefeld 

2013), Touching and Being Touched. Kinesthesia and Empathy in Dance and 

Mouvement (co-edited with Gerko Egert and Sabine Zubarik, Berlin and Boston 

2013), Callas. Ein Tanzstück von Reinhild Hoffmann 1983 / 2012 (“Callas. A 

Piece of Dance by Reinhild Hoffmann 1983 / 2012”, co-edited with Reinhild 

Hoffmann and Patricia Stöckemann, Bielefeld 2013), Methoden der 

Tanzwissenschaft. Modellanalysen zu Pina Bauschs ‘Le Sacre du Printemps’ 

(“Methods of Dance Research. Model Analyses on Pina Bausch’s ‘Le Sacre du 

Printemps’”, co-edited with Gabriele Klein, revised edition, Bielefeld 2015). 
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Capturing Dance: An Evaluation 

Franz Anton Cramer in a discussion with Hannah Dörr, Sigrid Gareis, and 

Alexandra Hennig 

 

The yearlong artistic research project “Capturing Dance” highlights the 

productive interrelationship between choreography/performance and 

documentation. Both fields are usually placed in opposition to one another: 

ontological expectations of authenticity on the one hand, and pragmatic 

demands on the other. However, documentary strategies are often artistic 

acts, while performance and dance resort to documentary processes. If one 

looks at the relationship from a complementary perspective instead of an 

antagonistic one, above all the transformation and transfer processes are the 

ones that become compositionally and aesthetically different artefacts. These 

artefacts each have their own authorial and media-specific characteristics. 

This raises the question of what strategies are necessary in order to make a 

non-hierarchical relationship possible – a relationship that takes the equal 

value of artistic strategies seriously and can make them visible. 

In a discussion moderated by Franz Anton Cramer, Sigrid Gareis, and Hannah 

Dörr report the results and insights from the project up to this point. 

Franz Anton Cramer is Research Assistant in the DFG funded Project 

“Verzeichnungen” (“Registrations”) at the HZT / UDK. From 2007 till 2013, he 

was a Fellow at the Collège international de philosophie. Prior to this, from 

2004 till 2006, he was Visiting Professor at the Centre national de la danse 

in Paris. Together with Barbara Büscher he is the editor of the electronic 

journal MAP – Media Archive Performance (www.performap.de).  
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Hannah Dörr works as a film and video artist for theatre. She started her 

work with creating own videos for the P14 Youth Theatre Group of the 

Volksbühne Berlin. She was video assistant for Kathrin Krottenthaler (in a 

project by Christoph Schlingensief) and for Stefan Bischoff (in a project by 

Sebastian Baumgarten) as well as assistant director for Frank Castorf. From 

2010 till 2012, she studied Experimental Photography under Josephine Pryde at 

the University of the Arts Berlin and from 2012 till 2015 she studied Film at 

the Academy of Media Arts Cologne. Her own works were shown at HAU 1, Berlin, 

Radialsystem Berlin, Oper Bonn and Maxim Gorki Theater Berlin. She was 

curator of the Theatralfilm-Festival in Cologne.  

 

Sigrid Gareis began establishing international cultural work in the Siemens 

Arts programme after she finished her studies in ethnology. She is a co-

founder of dance and theatre festivals in Moscow, Munich, Nuremberg, and 

Greifswald. From 2000 until 2009, she was founding artist director of the 

Tanzquartier Wien. From 2011 until 2014, she acted as secretary general and 

established the Akademie der Künste der Welt in Cologne (Academy of the Arts 

of the World). Currently she is working as a curator and dramaturge for dance 

and theatre (at the HKW, Wiener Festwochen, SPIELART, PACT Zollverein). She 

is a teacher at various European universities and academies, holds positions 

as a consultant and in advisory boards. She is the author and editor of 

several books.  

 

Alexandra Hennig is a student in the MA programme Dance Studies at the Free 

University Berlin. Prior to this, she studied Theatre Studies and Cultural 

Studies at the University of Leipzig. She assists in the project “Capturing 

Dance. Tanzdokumentation als künstlerische Praxis” (“Capturing Dance. 

Documentation of dance as an artistic practice”) as a dance studies-trained 

documentarian. Together with Cilgia Gadola, she organises and curates the 

Festival “S.o.S. – Students on Stage” in the ada studio Berlin. She is a 

member of the independent theatre label Intermedia Orkestra whose latest show 

“Radio Eriwan” was shown at the Schwankhalle Bremen. In 2014, she was part of 

the Jury of the Festival 100°. From 2011 till 2014, Alexandra worked as 

dramaturge and head of production for the Werkstattmacher e.V. at the LOFFT 

Leipzig. During that time, she also worked at the Leizpig Dance Archive and 

at the Department for Theatre Studies. In 2008, she did a voluntary social 

year in the Sophiensæle Berlin. Since February 2016, she has been a student 

assistant of the mentoring programme for artists and scientists at the 

University of the Arts Berlin. 
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Paul Clarke 

Performing Art History: Performance Re-enactment Society’s “Group Show” 

(Arnolfini, Bristol, 2012) 

In 2012 Performance Re-enactment Society presented an intangible exhibition 

entitled “Group Show”, shown across all four of Arnolfini’s galleries, which 

were empty of objects. “Group Show” was selected from an imagined Arnolfini 

collection of visual art and performance and brought together works from 

different times, by artists who were not originally shown together, as a new 

event. Displayed through performance, this intervention into the Bristol art 

centre’s archive and galleries narrated the institution’s history as fiction. 

This paper will focus on one part of “Group Show”, which was performed by 

Arnolfini stewards. Rather than fulfilling their conventional role of 

interpreting the art, the invigilators described artworks previously shown at 

Arnolfini (‘Ekphrasis’). Their acts of speaking the art were performative, 

making these past works appear, remade differently in each visitor’s 

imagination. The strategy for curating the descriptions traced associative 

motifs, rather than critical or chronological art-historical narratives, 

locating the works in a spatial or ‘mnemonic’ essay. 

This was an impossible exhibition of immaterial art objects and virtual 

performances, which accumulated in visitors’ memories, overlaid in the 

gallery as palimpsest. In the event, different moments in Arnolfini’s 

institutional history became synchronous, works reverberated across periods, 

different points in time touched and encountered one another in the spoken 

text. “Group Show” undid the gallery’s chronology and wove together fictional 

threads told by the stewards, whose visibility, agency and centrality to the 

work’s realization, performed an institutional critique. 

Performance Re-enactment Society imagined the galleries haunted by traces of 

past Arnolfini exhibits and selected a collection of these absent works to 

make present again. Like the figure of the spectre in Derrida, which comes 

back and no longer “belongs to time”, these acts of performing the archive 

have the potential to interrupt linear succession, temporal progress and art-

historical periodicity, establishing new relations between “present-past, 

present-present and present-future.” As Rebecca Schneider writes, “In the 

syncopated time of re-enactment, […] then and now punctuate each other” and 

resonances take place across times. This presentation will explore what 

Elizabeth Freeman calls “queer archivalism, [which…] turns bodies into living 

museums” and the implications of “temporal drag” for the chronopolitics of 

art history. Clarke will address performance’s potential to intervene in the 
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conventional temporal practices of the exhibition and logics of the art 

institution, along with the developmental time of art history and the market. 

Paul Clarke is an artist, theatre director and Senior Lecturer in Performance 

Studies at the University of Bristol. From 2008-2010, he was the Research 

Fellow on Performing the Archive: the Future of the Past, hosted by the 

University of Bristol’s Live Art Archives and Arnolfini archive, and is a co-

researcher in the AHRC-funded Performing Documents project. He directs the 

theatre company Uninvited Guests, whose work has toured nationally and 

internationally, and is a member of the art collective Performance Re-

enactment Society (PRS). The PRS has exhibited and curated projects for 

Plymouth Arts Centre’s The Pigs of Today are the Hams of Tomorrow, curated by 

Paula Orrell and Marina Abramović, Norwich Arts Centre, Art Athina, 

Arnolfini, Spike Island, South London Gallery, Walsall Art Gallery and Leeds 

Met Gallery. The book work, Salad Dressing: A Cover of Crackers, a cover 

version of Ed Ruscha and Mason Williams’ 1969 photo novel, was published by 

Arnolfini in 2011 and has been shown at galleries including New York’s 

Gagosian. Clarke has written on the work of PRS for Rune Gade and Gunhild 

Borggreen’s Performing Archives / Archives of Performance (2014) and is one 

of the editors of the book Artists in the Archive, which will be published by 

Routledge in 2016. 
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Nicole Haitzinger 

Performative Contours. The Modern Dance (2016) 

The collective associated with the contemporary British choreographer 

Jonathan Burrows – Claire Godsmark, Hugo Glendinning, and Matteo Fargion – 

took a publication from the 1920s, Hans Brandenburg’s Der moderne Tanz in its 

third edition (1928), as their point of departure for the current exhibition 

“Art – Music – Dance. Staging the Derra the Moroda Dance Archives” in the 

Museum der Moderne Salzburg. In a first concept, Burrows wanted to do a 

‘ghosting’ of forgotten dancers of ‘German expressionism’ on the basis of 52 

photographs in the last part of the historic source material by sketching 

their contours with a pen. These sketches were then supposed to be installed 

in the exhibition space; on opening day, they were to be staged within a 

context of fictitious stories that were to be accompanied by Matteo Fargion’s 

music and Claire Godsmark’s dance performance. This first concept was 

abandoned. Instead, two similar and inter-related but structurally 

differentiable media-specific works were created for the exhibition: first, a 

scenic performance in the museum; second, a video installed as a (moving) 

image on the wall. Both of these formats will be presented and analysed in 

the lecture on the idea of a ‘performative contour’ and in reference to the 

complexity and relationalism of performative/media transfers. 
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Nicole Haitzinger received her PhD in Theatre, Film and Media studies at the 

University of Vienna. Currently, she is Associate Professor at the University 

of Salzburg’s Faculty of Art, Music and Dance Studies. As a dramatic adviser 

and curator, she participates in various international projects and 

programmes interlinking theory and practice. From 2003 to 2006, she was a 

researcher in the DFG-funded project “Kulturelle Inszenierung von Fremdheit 

im ‘langen’ 19. Jahrhundert” (“Cultural Staging of Foreignness in the ‘long’ 

19th century”). She taught and lectured in Moscow, Nice, Shanghai, Beijing, 

London, Bern, Belgrade and Skopje. Among her publications are DenkFiguren. 

Performatives zwischen Bewegen, Schreiben und Erfinden (“Figures of Tought. 

Performative Moments between Moving, Writing and Inventing”, co-edited with 

Karin Fenböck, Munich 2010), Interaktion und Rhythmus. Zur Modellierung von 

Fremdheit im Tanztheater des 19. Jahrhunderts (“Interaction and Rhythm. On 

the Modelling of Foreignness in the Dance Theatre of the 19th Century”, co-

edited with Claudia Jeschke and Gabi Vettermann, Munich 2010), Versehen. Tanz 

in allen Medien (“‘Versehen’. Dance across all media”, co-edited with Helmut 

Ploebst, Munich 2011). Most recent publication: Resonanzen des Tragischen. 

Zwischen Ereignis und Affekt (“Resonances of the Tragic. Between Event and 

Affect”, Vienna 2015). She co-edits the journal Tanz und Archiv (“Dance and 

Archive”) and is a member of the editing staff of CORPUS: www.corpusweb.net. 

She lives and works in Salzburg and Vienna. 
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Daniela Hahn 

Afterlife and Document. On the Temporalities of Performance Art in Christina 

Ciupke’s and Anna Till’s “undo, redo and repeat” 

By rereading the notion of the afterlife as a motif of an anthropological 

examination of art works, Georges Didi-Huberman’s book L’image survivante 

testifies to a renewed interest in the ‘afterlife’ as a figure of thought, 

both in art history and the humanities more generally. One of the conceptual 

strengths of the notion of afterlife therefore lies in its potential to 

delineate a non-linear model of historiography that – instead of proposing a 

chronological succession of events – is based on transfers, translations, and 

actualizations. In my presentation, I will focus on Christina Ciupke’s and 

Anna Till’s performance “undo, redo and repeat” from 2014 to explore the ways 

in which the notion of afterlife could serve as a point of departure for an 

investigation into the relationship between the temporalities of performance 

art and its documentation. 

Daniela Hahn is currently a postdoctoral fellow at the Dahlem Humanities 

Center at the Free University Berlin. She studied Theatre Studies, Cultural 

Studies, and Sociology at Leipzig University and, in 2011, received her PhD 

from the Free University Berlin with a dissertation on movement experiments 

in art and science around 1900. Her research is dedicated to interferences of 

art and science, the relationship between theatre performance and the history 

of knowledge, documentary practices in the arts as well as the relations of 

performance and ecology. Selected publications: Epistemologien des 

Flüchtigen. Bewegungsexperimente in Kunst und Wissenschaft um 1900 (Freiburg 

i. B. 2015); Ökologie und die Künste (co-edited with Erika Fischer-Lichte, 

Paderborn 2015); Beyond Evidence. Das Dokument in den Künsten (forthcoming). 
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Ulrike Hanstein 

Video Memories and Movements, Rediscovered and Regained: “It's Aching like 

Birds” (2001) 

“It’s Aching Like Birds” is an eleven-minute film that the performance group 

Goat Island developed together with the filmmaker Lucy Cash. The basis of the 

film is the performance “It’s an Earthquake in My Heart”. Goat Island created 

this performance between 1999 and 2003 and presented it in various versions 

in North American and European cities. 

The film, which was shot on 16 mm film and then digitalized, is not a 

“recording” of a performance. For the film’s production, numerous actions in 

the performance “It’s an Earthquake in My Heart” were performed in a 

gymnasium and in an empty house – for the camera, and without an audience. In 

contrast to the performance, the filmic movements of the images and the 

montage create new relationships between texts and choreographies, spatial 

structures and thematic repetitions, gestures and architectural spatial 

relationships, sounds and visual objects. The visual composition of the 

filmic takes and their transitions offer an impression of continuity and 

spatial unity. Due to the cinematically constructed movement continuity, an 

effectively choreographed but uncoordinatedly performed dance movement 

clearly emanates for the audience. 

For the “It’s an Earthquake in My Heart” performance, the members of Goat 

Island practiced short movement series from Pina Bausch’s “Café Müller” 

(1978). To learn the choreography, they used a video recording of the piece. 

Video recordings of “Café Müller” began circulating after a documentation was 

produced by the Norddeutscher Rundfunk for a television programme in 1985. 

My contribution analyses “It’s Aching Like Birds” in terms of the media-

technical transmissions and media-aesthetic translations between the dance 

theatre piece, the video, the performance and the experimental film. In the 

constellation of different temporal arts, dissonant orders of time and 

respectively specific negotiations between ‘liveness’ and repetition, time-

limited performance and recording become apparent. In “It’s Aching Like 

Birds”, the assembled, time-limited form of the film images develop new 

relationships between the length of embodied movements, the preserved object 

relationships of technical recording and the constant change of material 

arrangements over time. 
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Ulrike Hanstein studied Applied Theatre Studies in Gießen and received her 

PhD in Film Studies at the Free University of Berlin. She was a postdoctoral 

fellow in the research group “Übertragungen: Medien und Religion” 

(“Transfers: Media and Religion”) at the universities of Weimar, Jena, and 

Erfurt. Furthermore, she was a researcher at the Bauhaus-Universität Weimar’s 

Faculty of Media and a fellow at the Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles. 

Presently, she teaches at the University of Music and Theatre “Felix 

Mendelssohn Bartholdy” Leipzig. Among her publications are Unknown Woman, 

geprügelter Held. Die melodramatische Filmästhetik bei Lars von Trier und Aki 

Kaurismäki (“Unknown Woman, Hero Beaten Up. Lars van Trier and Aki 

Kaurismäki’s Melodramatic Aesthetics of Film”, Berlin 2011), Re-Animationen. 

Szenen des Auf- und Ablebens in Kunst, Literatur und Geschichtsschreibung 

(“Re-Animations. Scenes of Reviving and Passing in Art, Literature, and 

Historiography”, co-edited with Anika Höppner and Jana Mangold, Vienna 2012), 

“Engaging Impermanence: Stuart Brisley’s and Ken McMullen’s Being and Doing 

(1984)”, published in Maska: The Performing Arts Journal 172–174 (2015), 

special issue on Document & Performance, co-edited by Daniela Hahn and Amelia 

Kraigher, p. 20–27. 
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Joy Kristin Kalu 

Embodying, Repeating, and Working Through. Rebecca Davis’ and Abigail 

Levine’s Artistic Practice in the Context of their Re-enactments of Marina 

Abramović’s Performances 

The lecture addresses the choreographers Rebecca Davis’ and Abigail Levine’s 

artistic practice. Both live and work in New York and were performers in the 

re-enactments of Marina Abramović’s und Ulay’s (Uwe Laysiepen) performances 

in the context of the exhibition “The Artist is Present” at the New Yorker 

Museum of Modern Art (2010). 

On the one hand, the focus will be on the training processes that Davis 

headed in preparation for and in accompaniment of the re-enactments. The 

question arises, how Abramović’s performances, a subject of theory due to 

their radical presence and uniqueness, were transferred into a choreography 

and which practice and training procedures were implemented in order to reach 

a translation that is connected to other bodies and made to be repeated. On 

the other hand, the effects that the incorporated appropriations of past 

performances had on the performers and how these have had influence on their 

own choreographic works will be examined.  

The material, based on interviews and conversations with the two 

choreographers, will be prepared in the context of the lecture from a 

psychoanalytically informed perspective: can the re-enactment of past 

performances be characterized as a form of incorporation? And if so, can one 

ascribe a melancholic dimension to this introjection procedure? How does the 

relationship of memory and repetition materialize when this turning back is 

not based on one’s own experience, but is rather based on an ensemble of 

stories and mediatized recordings and determinations? And how is one to 

understand the field of tension that results from the clash of live 

performances and an institutionalized exhibition’s artefacts and performance 

recordings that evoke completely different memory modes? 
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Joy Kristin Kalu, PhD, scholar in Theatre and American Studies, researches 

and teaches at the Free University of Berlin’s Institute of Theatre Studies. 

Her book Ästhetik der Wiederholung. Die US-amerikanische Neo Avantgarde und 

ihre Performances (“Aesthetics of Repetition. The American Neo-Avant-garde 

and their Performances”) was published in 2013. As part of the ERC-funded 

project “The Aesthetics of Applied Theatre”, her current research project 

“Aesthetics of Disclosure. Staging the Therapeutic Subject of Desire” 

examines the staging of therapy in psychological and artistic practice. Her 

fields of research include the relationship between theatre and therapy, the 

relationship between fine arts and performing arts since the 1950s, theories 

and practices of repetition in German and American contemporary theatre as 

well as Critical Whiteness Studies. In addition to her research, she also has 

experience in theatre and curatorial practice, having worked for the Thalia 

Theater in Hamburg, the Volksbühne at Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz in Berlin, the 

Actors’ Gang in Los Angeles, the New York-based Wooster Group as well as the 

Kunst-Werke – Institute for Contemporary Art in Berlin. Together with Dennis 

Loesch and other fine artists, she initiated the kitchen and exhibition 

project “freitagsküche berlin” in 2007. Since 2014, along with Stephanie 

Keitz and RP Kahl, she has been running the exhibition space Neue Heimat in 

Berlin. 
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André Lepecki 

Futures of Disappearance: actions at the edges of existence 

My talk will be structured around two movements/moments, transhistorical as 

well as transnational. In its first part, I will consider how the early 1960s 

experiments around colour, time, dance, and objecthood by Brazilian artist 

Hélio Oiticica (1937–1980) offer to contemporary performance theory series of 

highly original and insightful theoretical-aesthetic-existential concepts 

that, once taken to their ultimate consequences, reshuffle current 

understandings of the relations between time and matter, object and event, 

performance and its afterlives, dance and its futures. After introducing 

Oiticica’s rich philosophical and aesthetic vocabulary, as well as some of 

his works, I will discuss some of the theoretical contributions that his 

investigations offer to contemporary choreography: that time is not an a-

priory category or an autonomous dimension but an epiphenomenon of mattering, 

including social-political matters. In this second part of my talk, works by 

Mette Edvardsen, Mette Ingvartsen, Tino Sehgal, Gustavo Ciríaco, and Anne 

Juren, will be discussed as experiments on how to matter extemporal actions 

at the edge of chrononormative existence, creating alternative futures for 

performance’s disappearance. 
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André Lepecki is Associate Professor in Performance Studies at New York 

University, and Guest Professor at DOCH/Uniarts, Stockholm. Main areas of 

research: dance and performance theory, dance and philosophy, contemporary 

dance, performance and dance in the visual arts, experimental dramaturgy, 

curatorial studies, post-colonial theory and performance studies. Editor of: 

Dance (Cambridge MA/USA 2012); Planes of Composition: dance, theory and the 

global (co-edited with Jenn Joy, Calcutta/India 2009); The Senses in 

Performance (co-edited with Sally Banes, London 2007); Of the Presence of the 

Body (Middletown CT/USA 2004). Author of Exhausting Dance: performance and 

the politics of movement (Routledge 2006) currently translated into 10 

languages. His directorial and co-curatorial work in re-doing Allan Kaprow’s 

“18 Happenings in 6 Parts” (a commission from the Haus der Kunst, Munich) 

received the 2008 AICA Awards for Best Performance. Selected curatorial works 

include Chief Curator of the festival IN TRANSIT at HKW, Berlin in 2008 and 

2009. In 2010 he was co-curator of the interactive video archive “Dance and 

Visual Arts since the 1960s” for the Hayward Gallery in London. From 2013–15 

he curated a series of lectures on performance theory and performance history 

for MoMA-Warsaw. In 2013/4, he was a member of the C-MAP group at MoMA, New 

York. He is a curatorial adviser for the Sydney Biennial 2016. Selected 

keynotes include: Princeton University Gauss Seminars, Brown University, 

University of California Berkeley, Free University, Berlin, MACBA, Museo 

Reina Sofia, MoMA PS1, MoMA-Warsaw, MAM/Rio de Janeiro. In 2009, he was a 

Resident Fellow at the Advanced Institute “Interweaving Performance Cultures” 

at Free University, Berlin. In 2013 he was Visiting Professor at the post-

graduate programme at the School of Communication, Federal University of Rio 

de Janeiro, with a grant from CAPES. His next single authored book, 

Singularities, dance in the age of performance, is scheduled for publication 

in May 2016, through Routledge. 
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David J. Levin 

“Dies Bildnis ist bezaubernd schön”? Opera in the Age of its Digital 

Reproducibility 

In important ways, opera production and consumption have become 

(statistically speaking, but also, medially speaking) a matter of pixilated 

images originating from an opera house stage and destined for a screen, be it 

in a multiplex or on a handheld device or a laptop.  This paper seeks to 

explore the scene of medial transfer in opera in two distinct but 

interrelated senses: as a recurring diegetic fact (since operas are replete 

with dramatic scenes of medial transfer) and, in turn, as an increasingly 

important institutional phenomenon (since medial transfer has become so 

important to the business of opera, to opera’s place in the medial economy).   

In order to sketch out the relationship between these two scenes, I propose 

to explore a characteristic instance of diegetic mediation (in this case, 

Tamino’s aria “Dies Bildnis ist bezaubernd schön” from Mozart’s “The Magic 

Flute”) in order to explore its mediation in and by a host of productions.  

Tamino’s aria offers a famous instance of medial transfer: he is smitten by a 

picture of Pamina, daughter of the Queen of the Night. The scene is of 

particular interest in the contemporary medial landscape, insofar as it 

doubles the formal condition of medial transfer (by which opera is 

increasingly seen on screen) with a local diegetic instance of such transfer. 

First and foremost, I propose to explore how the scene is staged in a host of 

productions. This exploration raises a host of questions, including how do 

these productions reproduce the scene of reproduction? How does the diegetic 

scene of image consumption relate and relate to our consumption of that 

image? The paper concludes with some remarks on the utility of the Freudian 

notion of ‘Übertragung’ (or ‘transference’) for an understanding of the 

dynamics of medial transfer in contemporary opera production.  
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David J. Levin is Addie Clark Harding Professor of Cinema & Media Studies, 

Theatre and Performance Studies, and Germanic Studies at the University of 

Chicago. In June, 2011 Levin was appointed the founding Director of the Gray 

Center for Arts and Inquiry, an experimental centre for artists and scholars.  

Before joining the faculty at Chicago in 1998, he taught German and Theatre 

Studies at Columbia University. He has been a guest professor of Theatre and 

Performance Studies at the Free University of Berlin and the University of 

Mainz; he regularly team-teaches courses on opera, theatre, and performance 

at the University of Konstanz with Professor Christopher Wild (Chicago) and 

Professor Juliane Vogel (Konstanz). Levin’s work focuses on the aesthetics 

and politics of performance in opera, theatre, and cinema. He is the editor 

of Opera Through Other Eyes (Stanford CA/USA 1994) and the author of Richard 

Wagner, Fritz Lang, and the Nibelungen: The Dramaturgy of Disavowal 

(Princeton NJ/USA 1998). His book Unsettling Opera: Staging Mozart, Verdi, 

Wagner, and Zemlinsky was published by the University of Chicago Press in 

2007. Professor Levin has also worked extensively as a dramaturge for various 

opera houses in Germany and the United States as well as with the 

choreographers William Forsythe and Saar Magal. From 2005–2015, he served as 

executive editor of the Opera Quarterly, published by Oxford University 

Press. 
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Christopher Morris 

The Deadness of Live Opera 

When it was the preserve of musicologists, research on opera tended to 

reflect musicology’s preoccupations: philology, paleography, biography, 

textual analysis. The operatic score was king, the composer the key figure. 

Two developments profoundly altered this state of affairs beginning around 

the last decade of the twentieth century. One was the flowering, within 

musicology, of new (interdisciplinary) modes of inquiry that would draw 

attention to questions of materiality, politics, and dissemination. Now the 

voice, staging, reception, gender, affect, and consumption would become the 

focus of scholarly attention. At the same time — gradually, tentatively — 

scholars from other disciplines ventured into operatic territory: witness the 

pages of the journal Opera Quarterly, which now regularly feature the work of 

media scholars, theatre historians, and cultural theorists. True, opera 

remains strangely under-represented, for example, in the fields of theatre 

and performance studies, but opera studies is certainly not confined to 

musicology to the degree it was even twenty years ago.  

One of the key themes of this new opera studies is opera in performance, 

especially vocal practice and ‘mise-en-scène’. In this scholarly environment 

the key research activity is close observation of, and critical reflection 

on, actual performances. But live performances, even when accessible to the 

researcher, are fleeting experiences and memories frail, so it is 

unsurprising that researchers will often rely on the audio or video recording 

as a primary resource. The problem, as the field of performance studies 

insistently reminds us, is that observing a performance live (in the flesh, 

in the space, at the time) is not the same as observing performance in the 

preserved form of an audio-visual artefact. Rather than address this 

difference and productively harness it, research on operatic performance has 

often treated the recording as a transparent medium and overlooked its 

mediality. 

While affirming the need to consider this mediality and acknowledging the 

distinction between the live event and the recording, I want to challenge one 

of the assumptions that seems to underpin these claims: that the live 

performance is primary (the thing itself), the recording a mere trace, a 

remnant—secondary. Specifically, I will draw on the notion of ‘deadness’ as 

articulated recently by Stanyek and Piekut (“Deadness: Technologies of the 

Intermundane”, TDR 54/1: 14-38). The goal of coining this term, the authors 

point out, is not to locate a binary opposite to liveness but to unsettle the 

presence/absence binaries characteristic of much performance theory. It is to 
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recast traditional arguments about mediatized remnants of performance by 

rethinking the very conditions of performance and its purported presence. In 

other words, the focus shifts from what is ‘lost’ in the act of storage to 

what we imagine we had or gained or possessed in performance in the first 

place. And, as we shall see, opera, a genre whose last rites have been 

pronounced more than once, has much to say about deadness, even when live. 

Christopher Morris is Professor and Head of Music at the National University 

of Ireland Maynooth. He is the author of Reading Opera Between the Lines: 

Orchestral Interludes and Cultural Meaning from Wagner to Berg (Cambridge 

2002) and Modernism and the Cult of Mountains: Music, Opera, Cinema (Ashgate 

2012), as well as chapters, articles and reviews on opera and film-music 

topics in 19th-Century Music, The Journal of the Royal Musical Association, 

The Musical Quarterly, The Opera Quarterly, and The Cambridge Companion to 

Opera Studies, among others. His article “The Mute Stones Sing: ‘Rigoletto’ 

Live from Mantua” recently appeared in a special issue of TDR: The Drama 

Review on “New Materialism and Performance”, edited by Rebecca Schneider. He 

is Associate Editor of The Opera Quarterly. He is currently working on a book 

project on opera and screen media, tentatively entitled Digital Diva.  
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Lilo Nein 

Remnants as Inventory. On Texts Before and After Performances  

The points of departure for the artistic intervention in the context of the 

“On Remnants and Vestiges. Strategies of Remaining in the Performing Arts” 

conference are found in thoughts on the relationship between text and 

performance that were developed in the context of my artistic research. 

The general theory is that text always feels like wanting to be staged, 

embodied and performed, and that performances are accompanied by the constant 

desire to be recorded, hugged and cherished by texts. In other words, I think 

that one can understand performances in relation to the texts, media 

recordings and inscriptions connected to them. 

Here texts are those spoken or sung in performances as well as textualized 

structures that performances are based on in the widest sense. In the visual 

arts, this includes concepts; in choreography, scores; in the theatre, 

written directions. After the presentation of a performance, a new 

textualization takes place in the form of media recordings and/or written 

descriptions. These can potentially once again become the point of departure 

for performances.  

Specifically, I am interested in the question of how text and performance can 

be seen as equals in this context. In common understanding, the performance 

document relies on the performance as a reference; this means that it is 

secondary, while one constructs the performance in its identity as a 

document-less presentation (P. Phelan) or, vice versa, as a presentation that 

is necessarily dependent on a document (A. Jones). 

The claim to equality would then only be formulated if one could handle the 

paradox structure that states: not only is the one dependent on the other, 

but rather both are equally dependent on each other and both – text and 

performance – can be read and understood as independent as such. 

The simple recording of a performance should, however, not yet be seen as 

something independent. An independent text as such only becomes such in an 

artistic, academic and curatorial treatment as well as in a contextualization 

and placement in discourse. Given these conditions, remnants can become 

inventory for new performances. 
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Lilo Nein, born in 1980, studied fine arts at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna 

and the University of Fine Arts of Hamburg. She works with and on live 

performance in relation to other media such as text, sculpture, video and 

exhibitions. Among her artistic publications are Selbst übersetzen! Ein 

Performance Lesebuch zum Aufführen (“Translate it yourself! A Performance 

Reader for Performing”, Vienna 2009), Die anwesende Autorin. Wer spricht in 

der Performance? (“The Author is Present. Who speaks in the Performance?”, 

Berlin 2011), Wenn Analysen Gedichte wären … Arbeiten zwischen Text und 

Performance (“If Analyses Were Poems … Works between Text and Performance”, 

Vienna 2013). 

For her work, she has received various scholarships such as the Federal 

Chancellery of Austria’s Start scholarship (2010) as well as the Austrian 

State Scholarship for Fine Arts (2013). In 2012, she was awarded the Lower 

Austria Prize for Performance. She is a guest lecturer at the Institute for 

Art Theory and Cultural Studies at the Academy of the Fine Arts Vienna and 

the master’s programme in Artistic Research at the Royal Academy of Art in 

The Hague. 
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Politics of Remains 

A talk with Sabine Bangert, Bettina Knaup, Florian Malzacher, Peter Pleyer 

and Thilo Wittenbecher 

 

Sabine Bangert is a member of the Bündnis 90/Die Grünen. The trained 

carpenter and journalist has been the spokesperson for labour market policy 

and cultural policy in the Berlin parliament since October 2011. She 

exercises her mandate full-time. Previously, she was senior editor at a 

journal and project manager in the vocational preparation and training 

measure “LIFE e.V. ökotechnisches Frauenbildungszentrum Berlin”. She co-

founded the initiative “Women in the supervisory boards – fidAR” and is part 

of the board “Goldrausch e.V.”, a women’s network that supports female 

entrepreneurs with microloans. Bangert is a member of the committee of 

inquiry on the renovation of the Berlin State Opera. 

 

Bettina Knaup works internationally as a curator at the intersection of art, 

politics, and knowledge production with a focus on live art, performance, and 

gender. She studied Theatre, Film and Media Studies, Political Science, and 

Gender Studies. Her projects include: the “open space forum” at the 

International Women’s University (with B. E. Stammer, Hanover, 1998–2000); 

the “International Festival of Contemporary Arts, City of Women” (with S. 

Potocki, Ljubljana, 2001–04). She contributed to the transdisciplinary 

performing arts laboratory “In Transit” (House of World Cultures, Berlin, 

2002–03) and was the founding director of the European cultural platform 

LabforCulture (European Cultural Foundation, Amsterdam, 2004–06). Recent 

projects include: the performance festivals “Performing Proximities” 

(Beursschouwburg, Brussels, 2008) and “performance platform. body affects” 

(with S. Bake, Sophiensæle, Berlin, 2012); the exhibition “re.act.feminism – 

performance art of the 1960s and 70s today” (with B. E. Stammer, Akademie der 

Künste, Berlin, 2008-09) as well as the follow-up project “re.act.feminism #2 

– a performing archive”, which travelled through Europe from 2011–2013 (with 

B. E. Stammer, Akademie der Künste, Berlin; Antoni Tapies Foundation, 

Barcelona; Wyspa Institute of Art, Gdansk; Tallinn Art Hall 

www.reactfeminism.org). She is an international lecturer and jury member at 

institutions including the Department of Theatre Studies at the Free 

University of Berlin, Fabrik Potsdam, Inter-University Centre for Dance 

Berlin (HZT) and since 2015 she has been a PhD research fellow at the Drama 

Department of Roehampton University, London. 
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Florian Malzacher has been the artistic director of the Impulse Theater 

Festival in Düsseldorf, Cologne and Mülheim/Ruhr as well as curator, 

dramaturge, and author since 2012. From 2006 till 2012, he was the head 

dramaturge and curator of the multidisciplinary festival steirischer herbst 

in Graz, Austria. 

After finishing his studies in Applied Theatre Studies at the University of 

Gießen, he worked as freelance theatre critic and cultural journalist for 

national daily newspapers. To this day he writes for International Journals 

like Theater Heute (DE), Tanz (DE), Frakcija (HR), Didaskalia (PR) and Camera 

Austria (AT). 

As an independent dramaturge, Florian Malzacher works for the Burgtheater 

Vienna or the Mousonturm Frankfurt and together with artists such as Rimini 

Protokoll (DE), Lola Arias (Buenos Aires), Mariano Pensotti (Buenos Aires) or 

the Nature Theatre of Oklahoma (New York). Besides curating his own 

festivals, he was co-curator of the “Internationale Sommerakademie” 

(Mousonturm Frankfurt 2004-2006), the “Wörterbuch des Krieges” (“Dictionary 

of War”, 2006/2007), the series “Performing Lectures” (Frankfurt 2004-2006), 

the one-week marathon “Truth is concrete” which dealt with artistic 

strategies in politics (Graz 2012), the performative conference “Aneignungen” 

(“Appropriations”, Ethnologisches Museum Berlin/Humboldt Lab 2015) and 

“Artist Organisations International” (HAU Berlin 2015). Florian Malzacher 

teaches at various Universities (University Vienna, University Frankfurt am 

Main, University of the Arts Berlin). He is member of the advisory board 

DasArts – Master of Theatre in Amsterdam (since 2009), member of the Züricher 

Theaterkommission (since 2013) and of the theatre advisory board of the 

Goethe Institute (since 2015). 

As a co-editor, he has published Not Even a Game Anymore. Das Theater von 

Forced Entertainment (German/English, Berlin 2004) and Experten des Alltags. 

Das Theater von Rimini Protokoll (“Experts of the Everyday. The Theatre of 

Rimini Protokoll”, Berlin 2007, English edition, Berlin 2008). His latest 

publications include the books Truth is Concrete. A Handbook for Artistic 

Strategies in Real Politics (Sternberg Press, 2014), Two Minutes of 

Standstill. A Collective Performance by Yael Bartana (Sternberg Press, 2014) 

und Not Just a Mirror. Looking for the Political Theater of Today (Alexander 

Verlag, 2015).  

Florian Malzacher lives in Berlin. 
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Peter Pleyer studied dance at the European Dance Development Centre (EDDC) in 

Arnhem. He works as a dancer and choreographic assistant with Yoshiko Chuma 

and Mark Tompkins. From 2007 till 2014, he was artistic director for the 

“Tanztage Berlin”. From 2012 till 2014, he was part of the team of the  

Sophiensæle. In his work as a choreographer, performer, dramaturge, and coach 

he deals with the integration of new methods of dance training, composition, 

and improvisation into the choreographic process, such as in the lecture 

performance “Choreographing Books” (2005) or in the dance piece “Visible 

Undercurrent” (2014). He is teaching at various universities and festivals 

throughout Europe and was a Visiting Professor at the HZT / UDK Berlin in the 

summer term 2015/2016. Since 2000, Peter Pleyer has been living in Berlin. 

 

Thilo Wittenbecher studied Philosophy at the Humboldt University, Berlin. He 

was a research student in Aesthetics, Theatre Studies, and Literature Studies 

and was lecturer in Philosophical Aesthetics at the Humboldt University. He 

was a dramaturge for the Pantomimentheater vom Prenzlauer Berg (Pantomime 

Theatre of Prenzlauer Berg) and co-director of the festival “Woche des 

Gestischen Theaters” (“Week of Gestural Theatre”) in Berlin. Together with 

Johannes Odenthal and Michael Freundt, he conceptualized and realized the 

symposium “Der Soziale Klang der Geste” (“The Social Sound of the Gesture”) 

as well as the book of the same name. Furthermore, Thilo Wittenbecher is co-

founder of the Mime-Centrum in Berlin – a working space, and information and 

documentation center for physical theater, where he developed a workshop and 

training course dealing with physical presence (with Susanne Linke, Yoshi 

Oida, Ide van Heiningen, Yves Marc, Benito Gutmacher, Gennadi Bogdanov, 

etc.). Thilo Wittenbecher led a research, test und publication project over 

several years that was dedicated to W. E. Meyerholds theatrical biomechanics. 

He established a video centre for the continual documentation of contemporary 

dance productions in Berlin as well as the media library for dance and 

theatre as a successor of the video centre at the International Theatre 

Institute (ITI). 
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Markus Rautzenberg 

Monstrance. A Theory in the Field of Tension Between Theatricality and Imagery 

Recently, in the course of the iconic turn, the relationship between 

theatricality and imagery is increasingly being addressed. It is either an 

issue of how historic images are integrated into stage events (inter-media 

perspective), or what relationship exists between ‘theatre’ and ‘image’ 

(media-theoretical perspective). In the latter question, the problem still 

exists, if – and if so, in what way – one can even speak of a ‘medium’ when 

speaking of theatre. Such fundamental issues will not be approached in the 

lecture via definition attempts, but rather along the oddity that the debate 

on the concept of theatricality had attracted imagery metaphors from the very 

beginning. One of them is monstrance, which – based on a quote from Nikolai 

Evreinov – is to be tested as a media-epistemological model.  

As far as the concept of theatricality is concerned, one of the results of 

its ‘delimitation’ is the discovery that the element of imagery, exhibited 

visibility, is an important component of this concept. The fact that plays, 

presentations and performances are dependent on perceptibility is a trivial 

observation: however, ‘exhibiting’ in combination with the involvement of the 

body has its own specific character that had already been seen at the 

beginning of the theatricality debate. For example, according to the above-

mentioned Evreinov, theatricality is “[…] an aesthetic monstrance of an 

openly biased character that, even far from the theatre building, creates 

stage boards and decoration with a single magical gesture, with a single 

beautifully pronounced word – and liberates us happily and irreversibly from 

the shackles of reality” (Evreinov 1994, 113). Without wanting to take the 

analogy too far, it still can hardly be overseen that “monstrance” takes on a 

special role. Erving Goffman’s framework analysis (Goffman 1959; 1974), which 

anticipates an important topos of game theory from the cultural sciences, 

addresses the process of framing as containment of a powerful and energetic 

content. Monstrance (from the Latin monstrare, ‘show’) is usually valuable, 

highly decorated liturgical presentation device whose purpose is to serve as 

a showcase for a consecrated host. The same purpose is fulfilled by 

monstrances that serve as presentation devices for reliquaries. The logic of 

the monstrance’s imagery is made up of the reference to an interior (the 

sacred host, the body of Christ), whose power is so substantial that, even 

though it is in the truest sense of the word ‘unapparent’, exits the frame 

and appears as a sign of a sacral/energetic abundance. The form of the frame 

– exquisitely furnished with gold and jewels and highly elaborate – is staged 

as a symptom of the sacral core that is locked inside. The frame is thus a 
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logical extension of what it encloses; it is to be understood as its 

expression, while the framing itself simultaneously remains central for the 

intensification of the exhibition. The punch line is, that within such a 

dynamic, the dialectics of form and content are suspended precisely where the 

relationships seem clear. The frame and what is framed are in a reciprocal 

constituting relationship. Creating this framing dynamic is, in the 

metaphoric of Evreinov, the actors’ talent. They can – without a theatre in 

the sense of a house or a stage, without needing decoration or costumes – 

create worlds with a ‘magical gesture’ alone.  

Thus a hardly questioned media-ontological difference between the theatre and 

image (ephemeral vs. stable) is fundamentally disturbed; given the background 

of the question of ‘remaining’, both theatricality and imagery must both be 

newly questioned.   

Markus Rautzenberg is a media theorist. He studied German Studies, 

Philosophy, and Theatre Studies and was a scholarship holder of the Research 

Training Group “Körper-Inszenierungen” (“The Staging of the Body”). In 2007, 

he received his PhD in Philosophy with a doctoral thesis on “Sign – 

Disturbance – Materiality” and was then awarded a postdoctoral research 

scholarship at the Research Training Group “InterArt”. From 2009 to 2014, he 

was a researcher at the Free University of Berlin’s Institute of Philosophy, 

where he directed the DFG-funded project “Evokation. Zur non-visuellen Macht 

der Bilder” (“Evocation. On the Non-visual Power of Images”) from 2011 

onwards. At present, he is Interim Professor of Media Culture at the Leuphana 

University of Lüneburg. His research interests include media theory, image 

theory, philosophical aesthetics, and game studies. Among his publications 

are Trial and Error. Szenarien medialen Handelns (“Trial and Error. Scenes of 

Media Acting”, co-edited with Andreas Wolfsteiner, Paderborn 2014) and Hide 

and Seek. Das Spiel von Transparenz und Opazität (“Hide and Seek. The Play of 

Transparency and Opacity”, co-edited with Andreas Wolfsteiner, Munich 2010), 

Ausweitung der Kunstzone. Interart Studies – Neue Perspektiven in den 

Kunstwissenschaften (“Extension of the Area of Art – New Perspectives in Art 

Studies”, co-edited with Kristiane Hasselmann and Erika Fischer-Lichte, 

Bielefeld 2010), Die Gegenwendigkeit der Störung. Aspekte einer 

postmetaphysischer Präsenztheorie (“The ‘Gegenwendigkeit’ of Disturbance. 

Aspects of a Post-Metaphysical Theory of Presence”, Berlin and Zurich 2009). 
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Sandra Umathum 

Ragnar Kjartansson: Work on Repetition (or Theatre with Remnants) 

Repetition plays a central role in Ragnar Kjartansson’s work – but not in the 

sense of a re-staging or re-enactment. Instead, a repetitive series of the 

same processes, actions and scenes are a fundamental principle in many of his 

performances and especially in his long durational performances. For example, 

Kjartansson spent the entire length of the Venice Biennial in 2009 in the 

first floor studio of the Palazzo on the Canale Grande and painted one 

picture per day there. All 144 paintings that were created in this period 

show his friend in different poses; he modelled for him every day for six 

months (“The End – Venice”). In “The Fall” (2015), a kinetic sculpture for 

the theater, Kjartansson had a mat pulled up to a height of approximately 15-

20 meters from which it then fell back onto the stage at the Haus der 

Berliner Festspiele, at which point it was then pulled back up in preparation 

for the next fall – dozens of times, for a total of 8 hours. “Bonjour” 

(Palais de Tokyo, 2015) was a contrast: in a classic stage set, he directed 

the meeting between a man and a woman that was repeated over and over again 

during the opening hours. 

In my lecture I will focus on the way Kjartansson conceives the relationship 

between these performances and their remains – thereby arguing that, through 

the specific organization of these performances on the one hand and their 

remains on the other, he not only puts into question the value of 

participating in these performances with respect to certain experiences, but 

also terminates the dominant hierarchy between the participation in a 

performance and the occupation with their remains. 

Sandra Umathum is Professor of Theatre Studies and Dramaturgy at the Ernst 

Busch Academy of Dramatic Art in Berlin. From 2010 to 2012, she was Interim 

Professor of Dramaturgy at the University of Music and Theatre “Felix 

Mendelssohn Bartholdy” Leipzig. From 2008 to 2010, she coordinated the 

International Research Centre “Interweaving Performance Cultures” at FU 

Berlin, where she had also been a researcher of the Collaborative Research 

Centre “Aesthetic Experience and the Dissolution of Artistic Limits” from 

2003 to 2006. From 1998 to 2002, she worked for various productions by 

Christoph Schlingensief. In 2007, she assisted Tino Sehgal in “This 

Situation” at the Hamburger Bahnhof in Berlin. She received her PhD with her 

thesis Kunst als Aufführungserfahrung (a book on intersubjective experiences 

in exhibition art, Bielefeld 2011) in 2008. She co-edited a book on Disabled 

Theater (co-edited with Benjamin Wihstutz, Berlin and Zurich 2015). 
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Renate Wöhrer 

Pictures, Texts, Sounds, Zoo Animals. On the Materiality of Documents  

On the basis of the observation that the spectrum of meaning for the term 

‘document’ constantly changes just like the concrete shape of documents, in 

this lecture I would like to present the developments and factors that 

influence the respective concepts of documents, their forms and materiality 

as well as the way of dealing with them. 

The European documentalist movement around Paul Otlet and Henri La Fontaine 

at the end of the 19th Century represents an important factor and 

simultaneous turning point. It is often considered the beginning of modern 

information sciences, and developed an expansive discourse on documents. At 

the same time, it created methods to generate documents and to deal with 

them. It can be seen as the result as well as the differentiation and 

enormous expansion of the forms, functions, and materials of documents. In my 

lecture I would like to draw a quick sketch of their work and seek their 

prerequisites, conditions and consequences. To what extent especially the 

materiality was expanded is what I would like to discuss using the example of 

pictures becoming documents. 

In addition, I will also demonstrate that – especially at the beginning of 

the 20th century – documents in their varied forms experienced an increase in 

use in numerous societal fields. This occurred in the course of 

professionalizing business operations and reorganizing offices in industry 

and administration, in newly created documentation centres at the interface 

between libraries and archives as well as in the areas of law enforcement and 

the judiciary. I would like to explore the question to what extent this 

increasing presence of documents, their formal and material differentiation 

as well as the increasing contemplation about documents led to documents’ 

specific complex of functions becoming a paradigm in the 1920s – resulting, 

for example, in Karl Mannheim construing social situations as a ‘documentary 

meaning’ in his theory of Weltanschauung interpretation.  
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Isa Wortelkamp 

Unseen – Photography as a Document of Dance Historiography 

Historic dance photography is more a witness to a meeting of dance and 

photography than it is a document of past performances. Up until the 

beginning of the 20th century, photographing dance usually took place in a 

photo studio and served the dancers’ advertising intentions or served the 

artistic interest of the photographer in the motif of dance movement. It was 

rare that dance photographs were made during a performance; they were usually 

reconstructed in photo rehearsals.  

It is a dance that takes place exclusively in front of and for the camera. 

Movement for the image. 

The lecture addresses the historiographical implications of the temporal, 

spatial as well as media-technical conditions of early dance photography that 

shapes our image of dance in publications for dance science, catalogues, 

magazines and internet portals. In the gaze of numerous reproductions, not 

only photography as a “material artefact” but also numerous photographs that 

evade a general visibility due to their nature or importance remain unseen. 

Venturing into archives thus becomes work on visibility; I would like to 

present this using the example of research into the photographs of “L’Après-

midi d’un Faune” by Adolphe de Meyer in the Musée d’Orsay and in the 

Bibliothèque-musée de l’Opera in Paris. With the pictures of Vaslav 

Nijinsky’s choreography from 1912, an object has been selected that has 

written dance history like no other and will be analyzed in its various forms 

of appearance and contexts. The lecture traces the path back from current 

reproductions of the photographs to their place of storage as well as to 

those ‘blind spots’ that determine – as well as irritate and inspire – the 

gaze on the image in research and in the material. 
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In her research, she deals with and examines the relations of performance and 
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Her books include Tanzfotografie – Historiografische Reflexionen der Moderne 

(“Dance Photography – Historiographical Reflections of the Modern”, co-edited 

with Tessa Jahn and Eike Wittrock, Bielefeld 2016), Bewegung Lesen. Bewegung 
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dem Stift in der Hand – die Aufführung im Schriftzug der Aufzeichnung 

(“Seeing With Pen in Hand. The Performance in Writing the Record”, 

Freiburg i. B. 2006). 




